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Prayer of thanks

General reports

Self-esteem workshop, by Mrs. Silvia Nuñez

Evaluations

Lunch / Mother's Day Celebration



By:



We did a joint exercise where Mrs. Silvia

gave the relevant instructions for the activity.

Silvia , explain about the concept of self-

esteem relating to their role as leaders in

Learning Centers

Participants completed the test in silence and asking

doubts to Silvia. Then , they shared experiences from

different everyday situations that lead to strengthen our

self-esteem.





With a sheet of paper and tape, started the next

activity , where each participant placed the sheet

on their backs and others wrote their perception , at

the end of each participant read qualities of other

person.



Nice, there are pleasant moments

that we spent with you. Very

interesting talk, helps us to realize I

which level of self-esteem we

have, and in this way improve

teaching and sharing .

I want to thank for all these beautiful

moments . The speaker for this talk , this serves

to help people living around us. Through this,

we can help. I think I have about ten years of

belonging to Wisconsin and I felt very

appreciated. Congratulations.

I think it's a very special

day , we celebrate the

mothers. Very good talk , I

hope not to be the only

time . We must find a

place for these talks

because in our country

there are a lot of difficulty

and depressed people.

Congratulations! like

to share with people

of good character,

cheerful. Thanks for

the food , thanks for

a lively atmosphere.

Congratulations to all

those moms that

despite age, still

continue with the

joyful spirit.

Today we learned that we must

learn to value ourselves , Silvia give

us encouragement. Not only one

day is Mother's Day , but every day





I have received other courses, but

never one so dynamic .

I want to thank Silvia for that. Thank

you very much for this space

congratulate you for your great

charisma .

I want to thank

everyone, Silvia by

the issue of self-

esteem, for

explaining how

wrong we were to

feel bad about

ourselves. Thanks

for bringing us

your time.






